
LET YOUR CAREER AMBITIONS
TAKE YOU TO:

HARRIS CORPORATION AND DALLAS. TEXAS

Career choices are many and milking the “right” decision is a challenge. Harris can offer you the chance 
to work in a creative environment and the freedom to use all of your skills and knowledge. As a 
professional involved in “state-of-the-art” technology in distributed data processing systems, 
you deserve this opportunity.

DALLAS, TEXAS, the location of our recently completed facilities, is a fast growing city in the heart of the 
exciting SUN BELT. Varied entertainment choices, a year-round mild climate, several high level institutions 
for continued learning, and a lifestyle that can be whatever you want to make it, are available in DALLAS... 
waiting for you!
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ASSOCIATE SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER
MSCS or BSCS degree required along with the ability to design, code, document and test specific software 

components. Areas of application include operating systems, language processors, data entry systems, 
interactive and batch communication systems. Good communication skills necessary for interface 
with Engineering and Marketing Support personnel.

DESIGN ENGINEER
MSEE or BSEE with ability to work on logic designs of specific system components and equipment Areas of 

involvement will be with digital logic design, including design with microprocessors; peripheral interface 
design; microcoding on remote batch find interactive terminals find distributed data processing systems. Good 
interpersonal skills for interface with Manufacturing, Field Engineering and Product Management Personnel.

Among our many excellent benefits at HARRIS, you will also find GOOD COMPENSATION, TUITION 
ASSISTANCE, PROFIT SHARING, COMPANY STOCK PLAN, AND MUCH MORE!

A great city With a glowing lifestyle...a great company with outstanding advantages... 
let your career begin here...with the best of both worlds,

HARRIS 8. DALLAS!

Campus interviews will be held AAONDAY-OGTOBER Z2rdl
Contact the Student Placement Office for additional information and to sign up on the advance HARRIS Schedules.
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